
Introduction: 



ETHETF Token - A New Future for ETH


The ETF Token offers an innovative approach to participate 

in the evolving landscape of Ethereum ETFs. It is a unique 

token designed for those who want to capitalize on the 

burgeoning potential of Ethereum in the ETF sector. This 

ERC-20 token is not just a digital asset but a celebration of 

Ethereum's expected integration into mainstream finance.

Ethereum’s Global Impact and ETHETF's Role


With giants like BlackRock considering Ethereum Spot ETFs, Ethereum is poised to join the ranks of esteemed 

financial assets like gold and silver. ETHETF Token is at the forefront of this evolution, offering investors an 

opportunity to partake in the growth of Ethereum before it fully blossoms in the financial world.



Key Features of ETHETF Token

 2% Buy Tax: An innovative feature to enhance community growth, automatically burned with each purchase

 Tax Removal Post-ETF Approval: Celebrating the anticipated SEC approval of the Ethereum Spot ETF, the 

buy tax will be lifted, signifying a major step towards mainstream crypto adoption

 Ease of Acquisition: Accessible through decentralized exchanges like Uniswap, making the purchase 

process straightforward.

Roadmap: A Three-Phase Journe

 Phase 1 - Launch Phase: Establishing a strong foundation for the ETHETF community

 Phase 2- ETF Approval: Removal of buy tax aligning with Ethereum's mainstream adoption

 Phase 3 - Aim for the Moon: Positioning ETHETF as a leader in the crypto ETF space.

Tokenomics: Designed for Growt

 Total Supply: 1 Billion Tokens

 Allocation: 95% to DEX liquidity, 5% to CEX listings

 Unique Mechanisms: No presale, stealth launch, and a 2% buy burn tax (removed upon SEC ETH ETF 

approval).

ETHETF Token is more than a crypto asset; it's a celebration of Ethereum's promising future in the world of 

exchange-traded funds. Join the journey today and be a part of this groundbreaking moment in 

cryptocurrency history.
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